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Cometary "Geology"
The continuing research of this project has shown that
the observations of comets provide at least five indicators
of non-uniform activity over their icy-conglomerate nuclei
(i.e. spottedness):
a) Periodic "parabolic" envelopes
b) Irregular motion of activity centers over
the nucleus
c) Periodicity of halo diameters leading to
determinations of rotation periods
d) Unusual light curves indicating latitudinal
variations in activity
e) Jets, rays, fans, streamers etc. of the inner
coma
The extremely narrow dust jets seen near the nuclei of
some brighter comets cannot be explained by the assumption
of small isolated dust sources acting independently of sur-
rounding areas on the nucleus. The dust would be carried 	 g
out by the expanding sublimating gas in broad fans or halos
(as are frequently observed) it the gas motion were not con-
strained and channeled by simultaneous gas sublimation in
large areas surrounding the dust sources. For the periodic
Comet Swift-Tuttle, 1862 III (the source of the Perseid
meteor shower), Z. Sekanina (Ast. Journ., 86, 1741, 1981)
has isolated eight small sources of very fine dust, of micron
and submicron dimensions, on the nucleus. I find several
lines of evidence to indicate that these small areas of fine-
dust production are, in fact, less active in terms of momen-
tum transfer than the surrounding "gassy" regions. Further-
more I find other evidence that the same is true of very
dusty comets compared to other comets.
These results combine to suggest thRt during some
period of their evolution many comets accumulated substant-
ial layers of very fine dust combined with ice that either
was less volatile than the average or else was "overloaded"
with a high abundance of dust. On subsequent comet growth
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by encounters these dusty volumes were distributed erratic-
ally in the final comet nuclei. If, indeed, the dusty ices
are less volatile than the average, the dusty sources may
occur as relatively collosal outcroppings on many comet nuclei.
Under the very low gravities involved, their bizarre forma-
tions may occasionally crumble to provide the sporadic fine-
dust phenomena seen near the nuclei of many bright comets.
A paper on this subject "Cometary Nucleus and ActiNe
Regions" was presented at the International Conference on
Cometary Exploration held in Budapest, Hungary, in November
1982, and is included as an appendix to this report. Research
on the nature of this dusty activity is being continued par-
ticularly with regard to the observed nuclear magnitudes of
comets.
The Wasting of Cometary Nuclei
The research on the simulated life histories of rotating
comets continues but has not yet been published because the
calculated simulations have led to a discrepancy with observa-
tion, viz. the poles of more developed comets are calculated
to become more and more perpendicular to their orbital planes
whereas a number of actual poles of older comets lie rather
close to their orbital planes. The reason for the discrepancy
became apparent from the concurrent studies (above) of active
regions on Cometary nuclei. The development of less active
regions on a polar hemisphere of ' a Cometary nucleus can change
the polar precession direction as compared to that for a sym-
metrical nucleus as assumed in the calculations. This concept
will be exploited in new calculations to be carried out as
time permits. Of particular interest is the cause of polar
reductions in activity: intrinsic or by blanketing?
Halley's Comet
A considerable computing effort was made in the search
for evidence that the observed astrometric positions of comets
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may be systemmatically in error because they measure the
center of light of the nuclear region in the coma rather
than the true dynamical position itself. Rotation of
the nucleus might cause variations in this effect. Posi-
tional residuals for Halley's Comet in 1909-1910 were
kindly provided by D. Yeomans of the Jet Propulsion Labor-
tory. A computer program was set up to compare two inter-
vals of observations in a,s earch for similar periodic
variations in the residuals of each set, both in right as-
cension and in declination. A fine mesh of nuclear rota-
tion periods was taken over a range of near 10.1 and near
20.2 hours. Essentially a power spectrum was obtained.
No evidence for any of the periods could be found.
This negative result might result from an erroneous choice
of period ranges, from too much "noise" in the residuals
or from the lack of a significant effect. If the ampli-
tude of the effect is, as likely, only a small fraction of
an arc second, it probably is too small to be found in sets
of only some 60 residuals, with a standard deviation ex-
ceeding 2 areseconds for a single observation.
Conclusion: the period ranges may be in error or the
the effect rather small.
Activities with regard to Halley's Comet continue.
Whipple acts as a member of the steering group of the Inter-
national Halley Watch, as a consultant to the imaging team
of the European Space Agency Giotto Halley Mission, and con-
tinues studies of the observations of Halley's Comet in the
1835 and 1910 apparitions. The current effort centers on
the meaning of nuclear magnitude determinations for Halley's
Comet and for a number of other comets.
Other Activities
Continued use is made of old and new cometary literature
to determine spin periods of comets or to improve older deter-
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minations, and to improve the theory of the nature of
cometary nuclei. A major effort centers on the above men-
tioned interpretation of nuclear magnitudes generally.
Publications and Presentations by F. L. Whipple
"Comets: Nature, Evolution and Decay"
Published as CFA Preprint No. 1721
and in Press: International Astronomical Union Reports of
the XVIIIth General Assembly
Paper presented at the American Astronomical Society, January 1983
"Cometary Nucleus in Active Regions"
Published as CFA Preprint No. 1763 and in Press: The Central
Research Institute for Physics Conference Proceedings of the Inter-
national Conference on Cometary Exploration
Paper presented at the International Conference on Cometary Ex-
ploration at Budapest, Hungary, November 1982 and at the Planetary
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